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Tool Service

Involute Knives

With seven branch offices in Germany, as well as service 

centres in other European countries hagedorn GmbH is 

not only a major component-supplier for industries which 

are using knives and cutting tools, but also committed to 

innovative and cost-cutting service models



hagedorn Involute Knives HTS – Hagedorn Tool Service
When it comes to innovative knife technology hagedorn 
GmbH in Bergisch Gladbach (Germany) is a top name in 
the manufacturing of industrial knives and the provision 
of services around high-precision grinding technology. 
Innovative hardening technology and super finish grind-
ing on in-house developed processing machines allow to 
implement individual performance profiles for all kinds of 
machine knives. This ensures outstanding service lives, 
process stability and product quality.

For the food industry, hagedorn GmbH has developed a 
special system called HTS for acquiring involute knives. 
HTS is short for Hagedorn Tool Service Model. 

	HTS means that customers acquire an involute knife 
produced according to their individual specification.

	Hagedorn manufactures an identical twin specimen.

	When the knife is dull, the customer sends it back to 
Hagedorn and receives the twin knife in exchange.

After that, the dull knife is reconditioned by a special pro-
cedure to a new knife generation. This elaborate tech-
nique with perfectly matching working processes always 
produces reconditioned knives, with toothing, balancing, 
coating and service life as new.

Customer benefits: 

	Cost savings of up to 40 % compared to the usual 
purchase of involute knives

	Minimum capital investment for spare cutting 
tools

	Reduced expense in time and money for  
acquisition and stock keeping of knives

Special properties 
of hagedorn knives

 Tritech knives ensure excellent edge retention 
and optimum precision

 Longlife knives ensure consistent quality, even 
under severe load

 Genesis knives ensure maximum service life 
meeting the highest quality standards

All hagedorn Involute Knives are produced on special 
CNC machines following a defined and controlled man-
ufacturing process. These production processes ensure 
a high truth of rotation and a particular stiffness of the 
knife. Based on our know-how in materials science our 
refining processes convert standard materials into cut-
ting tools with outstanding properties:

hagedorn Involute Knives are suited for all common-
ly used machine types. Some examples are slicing  
machines produced by Weber, CFS, AEW, Dixie Union,  
Formax, Thurne and other makes.
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40%
Cost savings by HTS* 

of up to

Super-Finish 
Knife Generation

*  Compared to conventional handling by purchasing 
   new knives over five generations.


